TO THE UNLV COMMUNITY:

DO NOT CUT THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER!

Why we need the ELC:

1. English is required for citizenship.
2. I need English for my music career as a professional pianist. English is the language of the international community.
3. We pay high fees as international F-1 visa students for English instruction.
4. I'm studying English to enter my M.S.: Bio-Chemistry.
5. I need professional conversation and writing skills in my own business.
6. My job as a missionary in India requires good English skills.
7. In my field, commercial banking, I need excellent language skills.
8. Minority groups should not lose the opportunity to obtain higher education.
9. My goal is to get an M.A. in Accounting, so I have to write and speak fluently.
10. ELC has the only academic English program in the area.
11. I want to improve my English to create my own Chinese-English website for China because there is little government regulation here.
12. I'm going to study Business Management (B.A.), so I have to improve my English.
13. I'm going to study Hotel Management, and English is required.
14. Special Education is my field, and I want to study, then teach it here.
15. The local service industry needs bilingual employees to serve the tourists.
16. I need more photography classes for my business, and English is the first step.
17. My kids speak better English than I do. That is bad!
18. The ELC is the ONLY option for those of us who want to continue with academic studies.
19. Las Vegas attracts international visitors, and ELC represents the Las Vegas international community.
20. International companies send their employees to the ELC to learn English.
21. The fees that F-1 visa students pay for classes support other departments!
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